tony Bradshaw successfully straddled the divide between fundamental and applied science at a time when few achieved the feat. he made major contributions to our understanding of evolution in plant populations and of the significance of phenotypic plasticity, and then exploited those advances to develop new, science-based techniques for the restoration of degraded ecosystems. his discovery of the speed and local scale of evolution in grass populations remains one of the finest demonstrations of evolution in action, and he was one of the founders of the new discipline of restoration ecology.
Biographical Memoirs
one source or consequence was that he literally 'dug for victory', turning the family garden over into a productive allotment.
the speciality was perpetual spinach in the front garden and tomatoes against the fence in the back garden. i remember at that early stage being very concerned to improve the soil (horrible London clay) with compost and ash from our boiler dug into the second spit. i've no idea why i was so interested in the soil-except that it seemed to be the key to success in our horticultural enterprise.
this early interest in soil proved important to the development of his career. he was fortunate, too, in his biology teachers at st Paul's, who effectively nurtured the enquiring mind and certainly started him on the road to a research career, remarkably with an early connection to the welsh Plant Breeding station near Aberystwyth, where he later did his PhD. As he himself said, he had two extremely able and original biology teachers-tony Barnet and sidney Pask, who both expected more from us than just knowledge of the syllabus. Both of them expected us, as young scientists, to have some research of our own-'plenty of time for it after school-i'll be here for an hour at least'-a wonderful challenge that i thrived on. in the first year i decided to measure the respiration of 4 apples [… and] in the second year i decided to look at the effect of fertilisers and compost in improving the fertility of the miserable flowerbed outside the laboratory, using ryegrass as a test plant which i got from the welsh Plant Breeding station at Aberystwyth. the results were amazing-at least they amazed me. 6 plants each 1 × 2ft; no growth with nothing, excellent growth with Growmore fertiliser the first term but not in the second, and superb growth with farmyard manure for two terms.
he went up to Jesus College, Cambridge, in 1943 to read natural sciences. he was initially unenthused by the course, especially by chemistry, which he quickly dropped in favour of geology, but also by botany. Many years later his aunt Pauline gave him his grandmother's notebooks from the time when she was a student at Cambridge. she was at newnham (as had been his mother), long before women were allowed to take proper degrees at Cambridge, and read biology. Astonishingly, her first-year botany practical notebooks were almost exactly the same as his, both in the weekly classes and even in the notebooks the students had to buy. Perhaps it was unsurprising the he was a little bored.
however, all that changed in his third year, which he had to repeat owing to illness and consequently had two opportunities to go on the field courses-led by luminaries such as harry Godwin Frs and Alex watt (Frs 1957)-and practical investigations that made up the 'long vac' term. with a fellow student and friend he undertook a field investigation of hybridization in the two British hawthorns, Crataegus monogyna and C. laevigata. the results were good enough to be delivered as a paper at a British Ecological society meeting and to be published in the Journal of Ecology.
After his first degree he took harry Godwin's advice to obtain an Agricultural research Council (ArC) studentship on evolution in grasses, the two topics in which he showed most interest. he himself arranged a project with the ecological geneticist J. w. Gregor at the scottish Plant Breeding station near Edinburgh, but the ArC decided otherwise and he was despatched to Aberystwyth to work partly in the Department of Agricultural Botany in the University College of wales and partly in the welsh Plant Breeding station. his PhD work on population differentiation in the grass Agrostis tenuis (now A. capillaris) was almost entirely his own conception, and the discoveries that he made then set the path for the rest of his career.
After just two years of PhD work he was invited to join the staff of the Department of Agricultural Botany in Bangor by Paul richards, who had lectured to tony in Cambridge but was by then Professor of Botany in Bangor. Consequently he did not get round to submitting his PhD for examination until 1959. the Bangor period was an immensely productive one, and he gathered about him a remarkable team of collaborators and students, many of whom went on to successful scientific careers. notable among them was Janis Antonovics (Frs 1988), whose recollections of tony's exemplary qualities as a research supervisor match exactly my own, later in Liverpool:
For me as an adviser, he was terrific.
[one] moment [that has] stayed with me … was his enthusiasm for 'keeping it simple': i was always trying to overelaborate and over interpret, and it was tony's push that made me do a very simple common garden experiment. i myself might not have done it, as it was simply comparing the morphologies (and flowering times and tolerances) of clonally replicated plants sampled from a transect across a mine boundary. however, this simple experiment has stayed with me ever since, and provided a huge swath of ideas on selection on quantitative traits, selection at population boundaries, and evolution of reproductive isolation and speciation.
his intrinsic understanding of when a student needed careful support and guidance and when they should be left to find their own way made him an outstanding supervisor. that, combined with commitment and enthusiasm, meant that the 60 research students who had the privilege of his supervision learned from him that research could be simultaneously scientifically rigorous, socially valuable and good fun.
he was also an exceptional teacher of undergraduates, and many of his students fondly recall the remarkable mix of intellectual depth and almost childlike enthusiasm that he brought to his teaching. he was a great innovator, instrumental in the successful introduction of project-based teaching at Bangor; nowadays this approach is so commonplace that it is hard to recall how revolutionary it was. Many of his former students recall that unique mix of personal warmth, enthusiasm, rigour and commitment to justice. As Chris Gill, an early PhD student of his in Liverpool, recalls:
there must be hundreds of people who were impressed by tony's immense humanity, his sense of mischief and humour. i believe his Bangor students were especially amused by his impression of a dead Drosophila! speaking personally, he was an immense influence at a formative stage.
Despite his achievements and qualities he remained a modest man, always more ready to blow other's trumpets than his own, and he was unfailingly encouraging of the work of his colleagues and students. he paid scant attention to rank: an undergraduate and an Frs would get equal attention from him.
the Bangor period also saw his marriage to Betty Alliston in 1955, and they had three daughters: Jane, Penny and sarah. in 1968 the family moved to Liverpool, where tony had been appointed Professor of Botany. in Liverpool they ran a welcoming house, as many recall. Betty was active and influential in Liverpool in improving conditions for women and children, especially pre-school children. she shared tony's passion for sailing. Betty provided tony with immense practical and emotional support throughout their partnership that enabled him to engage fully with his work and pursue his academic interests all over the world. her death in 2000 was a great blow. the move to Liverpool was a very deliberate one on his part, for his goal was take forward the novel ideas of restoration ecology and he felt that there was no better place to do it than in a city such as Liverpool. Again he built up a strong team of researchers, and performed the other expected academic roles such as head of department, but during this time his focus became more and more on the application of his science, leading to his key roles in the creation of both the Environmental Advisory Unit and the institute of Ecology and Environmental Management. he was also active in environmental matters beyond the academy, for example as a member of the council of the nature Conservancy Council. After retirement he remained active in environmental affairs, both locally in Liverpool, and nationally and internationally. in 2006 the Environment Agency published a poll of its 'top 100 eco-heroes of all time'. tony Bradshaw appeared in this list next to Charles Darwin, an exceptionally appropriate juxtaposition for one of the best evolutionary biologists of the twentieth century.
ScientiFic contriButionS tony Bradshaw was one of the leading evolutionary biologists of the twentieth century. his interest in evolution developed out of an earlier passion for plants (especially grasses) and a huge curiosity about soil; together these led him to investigate how populations of the grass Agrostis capillaris (then A. tenuis) growing on various soils and in various locations in mid-wales had differentiated. the prevailing view was that gene flow in plant populations (especially wind-pollinated ones) was so strong that it was impossible for evolutionary differentiation to appear on a small scale. the well-known experiments of Clausen, Keck and hiesey (see nunez-Farfan & schlichting 2001) in California had shown that populations of a single species that were well separated geographically and in very different environmentsover an altitudinal range of thousands of metres-could be genetically distinct. the evolution of these ecotypes was seen as an important part of the emerging evolutionary synthesis, allowing the allopatric divergence of populations within a species and potentially the initial stages of speciation. Fine-scale differentiation, however, was not known or expected.
tony found himself in 1950 in Aberystwyth with an ArC studentship to work on grasses and a supervisor who 'was a delightful person and ran his research students on a very loose rein': P. t. thomas was Professor of Agricultural Botany, and the freedom that he gave to his new student was critical. the idea behind the project seems to have been tony's alone. he made collections of about 70 populations of his chosen grass species, with 60 separate plants (ramets) from each population. the collections were made entirely with the aid of a small motorbike, which took him to the top of Pumlumon (then Plynlimon) (altitude 752 m), to the local cliffs and sand dunes, and to woodland edges and peat bogs. the experimental design was based on that of the Californian team, using a common garden to measure differences that could not be ascribed to immediate environmental influences. the remarkable finding from the experiment was that substantial population differentiation could occur over distances as small as 10 m.
he was slow to publish this finding, in part because of his appointment, just two years into his PhD programme, to a lectureship at the University College of north wales in Bangor, but also because they so challenged the prevailing orthodoxy. he presented the findings at the 9th international Congress of Genetics in Bellagio, italy, in 1953 (2)*, and while there plucked up courage to ask theodosius Dobzhansky (ForMemrs 1965) for his views-which * numbers in this form refer to the bibliography at the end of the text.
were encouraging. that positive reaction helped offset what were otherwise rather negative responses: when David Keck, one of the celebrated Californian group working at the Carnegie institute in stanford, visited the welsh Plant Breeding station, he dismissed tony's findings as 'accidental'. At that time, allopatric divergence was the accepted paradigm, following the severe critique by Ernst Mayr (ForMemrs 1988) of sympatric divergence and speciation (see, for example, Mayr 1947) , and this paper was important in questioning Mayr's dogma.
the finding that differentiation could occur on fine scales created a strand of thinking that stayed with him throughout his career. in 1963/64 he went on sabbatical to California to work with the renowned population geneticist and plant breeder Bob Allard, but during his time there he also interacted with subodh Jain and with him published the first paper in the series 'Evolutionary divergence among adjacent plant populations'. in this seminal paper (6) he questioned the prevailing idea that gene flow would prevent genetic divergence among populations by using both the empirical evidence from his own work and a computer simulation showing the effectiveness of selection across an environmental gradient in spite of substantial gene flow. his Californian trip also led to a crystallization of his views on genotype-environment (G × E) interactions, which were an obvious parallel strand to those on population differentiation and had already led to another important paper, written with Allard, in which he showed the need to take account of G × E interactions in plant breeding (3). his immensely influential review on phenotypic plasticity in plants was published in Advances in Genetics in 1965 (5) and has been cited about 1500 times. remarkably, it was largely written on a ship on the way back from the UsA; more leisurely times did have their advantages! the paper made two important points: first, that environmental effects on the phenotype were as important as genetic effects (rather than simply inconvenient error), and second, that these effects were themselves under genetic control and could therefore evolve. he also recognized important implications of this work for agronomy and crop breeding. he argued that it should be possible to breed for crop varieties showing more stable yields, rather than simply high yields, and indeed that there might be trade-offs in these two goals. Although initially these ideas took time to gain a foothold in the field of evolutionary biology, their importance has come to be recognized. in 2006, more than 40 years after the paper on phenotypic plasticity was published, tony was invited as the plenary speaker to a New Phytologist symposium on new Directions in Plant Ecological Development, which delightfully coincided with his 80th birthday. the resulting paper (11) is the last that he wrote, and it provides a fascinating perspective on the origin of his ideas in this field.
his big common garden experiment that was the basis of his PhD project at Aberystwyth generated a second, unplanned and very exciting line of research that was to be even more influential for him. in his search for local populations in contrasting environments, he collected plants growing on the spoil heaps from an old lead mine at Goginan, not far from Aberystwyth, and from the adjacent pasture, about 100 m away. this was not just chance: he had noticed that the plants on the mine waste were 'miserable things' and thought that selection might have made them different in some way. his long-standing interest in soil played a major role here. he persuaded the ArC to finance a series of plots on different soils, but initially planted the material in boxes on the different soils, all of which he transported back to Aberystwyth. the plants from the two Goginan sites were planted out in the autumn on normal and mine soil. they were tucked away by a hedge and forgotten about for three months until ready to be planted out in the experimental plots. when he came to look at them, there seemed to be disaster, for about half the plants were dead. initially he castigated himself for being so sloppy and not caring for them properly, but when he inspected them properly two days later he noticed that it was just the pasture plants that had died on the mine soil. importantly he also noted that the problem was in the failure of root growth in the mine soils. this was an even more dramatic example of population differentiation-again over a very short distance-than those that he had previously observed. the result was a paper in Nature (1), his second published work.
this finding was hugely influential, although for some years the phenomenon of metal tolerance was only one of the adaptive and evolutionary responses that attracted his attention and that of the exciting group of young scientists that gathered around him in Bangor. the department at Bangor was tiny-just five staff, and five to ten honours students. tony got on well with the knowledgeable head of department, Alun roberts, who had 'a remarkable understanding of welsh agriculture, and history, and grassland ecology', and persuaded him to fund two research students, one (David Jowett) to work on metal tolerance in populations on mines of different ages and the other (Mike Chadwick) to investigate competition between the grasses Nardus and Agrostis as part of a study on the dynamics of hill grasslands; these two were soon followed by roy snaydon working on populations of clover, Trifolium repens, from different altitudes and soils in snowdonia, and Bob Lodge from Canada working on the ecological factors favouring crested dog's-tail, Cynosurus. the common interests of this group led them to run a series of joint experiments that produced a group of highly influential papers on the mineral nutrition of grass species, starting with their response to calcium and ph, and then moving on to phosphate and nitrogen (4). these papers demonstrated very clearly how different the responses of similar, coexisting plant species could be to a single environmental factor and that populations of plants within a species could show those differences too. this laid the beginnings of a functional explanation of the evolutionary processes.
During the 1960s a flurry of papers emerged from the Bangor group, making it one of the major centres of evolutionary biology research, helped by the presence of others such as John harper (Frs 1978) . the group examined a range of species and a variety of factors, including heavy metals, nutrients, salt and herbicides, but with an increasing focus on metals. his interest in using this science to transform degraded environments was beginning to grow. Janis Antonovics, who was a student of tony's at Bangor, remembers this period well: it was also during this time at Bangor that the seeds of his interest in restoration ecology were sown, but they did not reach fruition till his move to Liverpool. i vividly remember being on a field trip with him to a mine site near Betws-y-Coed, and we saw what were attempts to reclaim an area of mine waste. Blocks of turf had been planted into the mine waste (perhaps by the forest service) in a regular grid pattern, but they were now brown and dry, having presumably been killed by metal toxicity. tony was appalled by the stupidity of failing to understand evolution. i think this is where the idea of using selected metal-tolerant strains for toxic waste reclamation came from, although its success did depend eventually on his insight that both toxicity and nutrient levels were the limiting factor to recolonization (for which he eventually received a Duke of Edinburgh Award). in conversations about his upcoming move to Liverpool, i also remember tony being remarkably optimistic and enthusiastic about the move (i myself was dismayed that he was leaving his beautiful house in Bangor and moving to what i considered to be the 'urban blight' of Liverpool). instead he very self-consciously saw this as an opportunity to really get to grips with urban ecology, and the problems of restoration.
the focus on metal tolerance and on anthropogenic sources of metals led to another major insight. his first research student (Keith Jowett) had been given the project of investigating metal mines of different ages, with a view to discovering how rapidly tolerance could evolve. the remarkable answer to that question emerged most evidently from work done in Liverpool, where, for example, Lion wu and he studied the tolerance spectrum of populations of grasses from recently sown lawns on seriously contaminated soils around a copper smelter (8). Even after just 10 years there was substantial tolerance within the population, because the selection pressures were so high-wild-type genotypes simply died, as the patchy and browned appearance of the lawns showed. of course, what this revealed was that if selection pressures were high enough, then evolution could be rapid even in the face of large-scale gene flow (7).
in Liverpool the focus of his research group changed. restoration ecology now became the main goal and the habitats varied greatly, from metal-contaminated soils to colliery spoil heaps, china clay wastes, reservoir margins and urban dereliction. that did not prevent major fundamental evolutionary science from being done, as shown by the demonstration of life-history evolution in Poa annua by richard Law (9), another of tony's research students. the new emphasis was on creating functioning ecosystems, using both novel genotypes of plants and an understanding of ecological processes, especially those that determined soil fertility. the standard practice then was to import topsoil, at great cost both financially and to the source of the soil. tony was convinced that this was unnecessary and that new soil could be created: the key was to create favourable conditions and use plants that could tolerate the remaining problems. one solution was metal-tolerant ecotypes of grasses; another was the use of legumes to build up soil nitrogen as in natural primary succession, but more rapidly, and doing so meant addressing problems of ph and phosphate deficiency.
he was very willing to get involved in solutions to environmental problems, working with a broad range of agencies in doing so, including private companies such as iCi and English China Clays (figure 1), and public bodies such as Lancashire County Council and, later, the Greater Manchester Derelict Land Unit, the welsh Development Agency and the water research Centre. in 1974 he established the Environmental Advisory Unit at the University of Liverpool. this was a pioneering venture: it was immensely successful and became a model for many subsequent environmental consultancies because what it did was based on firm science. At its peak it employed nearly 100 people, but it was sold by the university and eventually broken up by its new owners. his advice was greatly sought internationally too: he helped with problems of coal and oil shales in the UsA, gold mine wastes in south Africa, soils contaminated with heavy metals in Zimbabwe, and a broad range of mining operations in both india and Australia.
Unsurprisingly, tony Bradshaw received many accolades for his work. he was elected a Fellow of the royal society in 1982 and was President of the British Ecological society from 1982 to 1984 and an honorary Member from 1988. one of his ambitions was to create professional accreditation for the emerging profession of ecologist, and when it became clear that the British Ecological society was unlikely to offer that route, he persuaded the society to give financial support to a new institute, the institute of Ecology and Environmental Management (iEEM). in recognition of his efforts he was appointed the first President of the iEEM in 1991 and was awarded their gold medal in 2007. he was also awarded the ted sperry Award of the society for Ecological restoration in 1996. their citation stated that he was responsible for almost single-handedly establishing restoration ecology and land reclamation as a science and practical discipline in the United Kingdom and Europe. he has researched all types of land degradation on a worldwide scale; presented the outcomes of restoration attempts to both academic and lay audiences, bringing land restoration into the public domain; and made it central to wildlife conservation. he has always underpinned this with a firm theoretical basis, in both experimental design and understanding of the way that ecosystems work. his published works include the seminal book, The Restoration of Land: The Ecology and Reclamation of Derelict and Degraded Land, which has informed and inspired both academics and practitioners alike.
Science into prActice tony Bradshaw understood the concept of research impact long before the phrase was conceived (figure 2). he was passionate about the application of good science to improve the environment. Liverpool was an ideal testbed for his ideas and was an ideal location for the creation of the Environmental Advisory Unit. he was a patron of the charity Landlife, whose very first restoration project was at hesketh street in Liverpool in 1976, using the techniques of restoration he had devised that involved growing plants directly onto brick rubble. he was a member of the Board of the first Groundwork trust, created in st helens in 1981; it is now a national organization. one of his research students, John handley, who was then a lecturer in the Botany Department at Liverpool, became its first executive director. Central to the work of Groundwork was engaging local people in the restoration of ravaged urban environments.
the origins of Groundwork speak powerfully of tony's philosophy and practical achievements. As John handley explains:
During the 1970s the Countryside Commission had developed a successful approach to countryside management: the 'countryside around the town' was an early priority and the first urban fringe project using this approach was established in the Bollin valley near Manchester and is still running today. the approach failed, however, in areas of greater land degradation, and the Commission therefore planned a major urban fringe experiment, the location decided by national competition: st helens and Knowsley in Merseyside were chosen for the experiment in 1979. the project was run by an innovative free-standing charitable company, the Groundwork trust. tony Bradshaw was invited by the Commission to join the trust for its inaugural board meeting in December 1981 and remained a Board Member for 20 years. the model was effective and soon replicated: there are now more than 50 Groundwork trusts in England, wales and northern ireland, co-ordinated by Groundwork UK. they focus on communities where environmental dereliction goes hand-in-hand with social and economic deprivation and work with local communities to bring about both environmental change and the significant social and economic benefits that follow. they have moved from the urban fringe to the heart of the urban area, where they are engines for local regeneration. the model has been replicated in Europe, Japan and especially the United states, where Groundwork has been embraced by the environmental justice movement.
the viability of the initial Groundwork trust was critical to the success of the movement as a whole and the then secretary of state, Michael heseltine, took a personal interest in its development. the Countryside Commission appointees on the board were the bedrock of the organisation and provided wisdom, continuity and expertise in a very volatile political climate. tony's personal contribution was immense, especially in encouraging an ecological approach to land restoration. through working with ecological principles it was possible to encourage natural recovery and to create biodiverse, self-sustaining landscapes which are enjoyed by people and less expensive to maintain. his influence ensured that the ecological approach was extended from small sites to large-scale reclamation projects such as Bold Moss in st helens, a 60-hectare colliery spoil heap. the success of that project led to a large-scale 'Changing Places' programme in which the 'ecological approach' (working with nature, working with people) was rolled out nationally with Millennium Commission funding to celebrate the new millennium. that in turn inspired the national Land restoration trust, which is now working on some of the most damaged landscapes in Britain to restore them to health and to manage them in the long term.
his commitment to the Liverpool and Merseyside environment was immense and was recognized in his final year when the city, then the European Capital of Culture, made him its first Citizen of honour. in 1984 he founded and was the early Chair (and later President) of the Merseyside Environmental trust and in his last years was a committed member of the Friends of st James' Gardens, which surround Liverpool's vast Anglican cathedral. he was the hub of a group of people who championed and transformed this space, with a unique blend of its history and wild character, to the point where it now hosts open-air shakespeare plays and candlelit walks in the summer. you could find him here most saturday mornings, as fascinated as ever by the idiosyncrasies of annual meadow-grass on the slopes below the cathedral, or the prominence of spiked speedwell elsewhere, and debate as to which wildflowers he could introduce. st James' Gardens was a fitting place to merge his interest in all the different elements of ecology, architecture and a sense of place.
Another organization that he was instrumental in creating was the national wildflower Centre, which arose from the work of Landlife and promotes creative conservation projects using wildflowers from its headquarters and visitor centre just outside Liverpool. richard scott says of his role:
he was critical to the momentum that made it happen as a Millennium Project as he was for so many other projects. his diary was always brimming. he was not a person just to inspire and walk away-he was consistently there for you in support and helping to nurture and develop. he was a straight-talking man, who was willing to change his opinion if need be. originally making his name in the reclamation field-grass and clover were his first passion-he diverted his later energies to restoration and creative conservation. Certainly wildflower solutions fascinated him. For example tony was excited by recent work with soil inversion from depth to bring poor soil to the surface to foster biodiversity opportunity.
Although he remained in Liverpool until his death and was a passionate supporter of an astonishing range of Merseyside environmental organizations and groups, his influence was felt much more widely. one instance of that was in the development of the Eden Project, built on some of the china-clay wastes that he had been so successful in reclaiming 20 years earlier (figure 3). his classic book on land restoration (10), written with his former student Mike Chadwick, who himself went on to be a major global player in the application of ecological principles to environmental problems, became the standard reference in the discipline and ensured his global influence. As examples, Dimoria College in Assam named its new ecological restoration centre after him in 2007, and the iEEM now awards the tony Bradshaw Best Practice Awards.
Despite worldwide influence and acclaim, it was to Liverpool that he devoted his greatest attention, and the presentation to him by the Lord Mayor of Liverpool of the inaugural award of Citizen of honour in his last year, when he was confined to bed, was both fitting and greatly appreciated by him. he was that rare scientist who both makes the fundamental discoveries and then puts them successfully into practice, and his contributions in both aspects were immense. As he himself wrote, 'we only have the environment we are prepared to fight for.'
